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Abstract
There are currently more than 10.000 cryptocurrencies available to buy from the online market, with a vast range of
prices for each coin it sells. The fluctuation of each coin is affected by any social events or by several important
companies or people behind it. The aim of this research is to compare three cryptocurrencies, which are Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and Binance Coin, using Social Network Analysis (SNA) by visualizing them using Business Intelligence (BI
Dashboard). This study uses the SNA parameters of degree, diameter, modularity, centrality, and path length for each
network and its actors and their actual market price by crawling (data collecting process) from Twitter as one of the
social media platforms. From the research conducted, the popularity of cryptocurrencies is affected by their market price
and the activeness of their actors on social media. These results are important because they could help in the decisionmaking to buy cryptocurrencies with high popularity on social media because they tend to retain their value over time
and could benefit from price spikes from influential people.
Keywords: Business Intelligence; Cryptocurrency; Social Network Analysis; Social Media.

1. Introduction
In this era, social media has become something that cannot be separated from our lives. It gives us the ability to
share our thoughts with the whole world [1]. According to Perrin (2015) [2], nearly two-thirds of adults in the United
States (65%) use social networking sites, with the most likely users of social media being young adults (ages 18 to 29).
Hence, every trending topic such as cryptocurrency will surely be discussed on social media. Cryptocurrency itself is a
form of digital currency that has been rapidly growing over a short time [3] since the introduction of Bitcoin in 2008
[4]. The reason behind this phenomenon is that cryptocurrency allows us to do public transactions without centralized
authority’s approval over the Internet, even though there are still trust issues regarding the cryptocurrency ecosystem,
such as price manipulation, questionable privacy and security, lack of regulation from the government, and insiders’
trading [5].
According to the coinmarketcap.com website, there are currently 17.024 cryptocurrencies on sale with a wide
range of prices per coin from under one United States Dollar (USD) to an astounding price of above 100.000 USD and
149 categories such as stablecoin, energy, and event cryptocurrencies. Worldwide events could also affect
cryptocurrencies’ prospects e.g. [6] where Dogecoin – one of the cryptocurrency tokens – was having a significant
price effect just by the tweet on Twitter by influential individual like Elon Musk. Thus, selecting cryptocurrencies that
are worth buying has become quite a formidable challenge.
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Previous studies have been done for searching worth-to-buy cryptocurrencies by using social network analysis. A
network analysis of 69 cryptocurrencies during COVID-19 has been done by using descriptive statistics and social
network analysis [7]. Vidal-Tomás (2021) [7] used degree centrality, betweenness centrality, average degree
centrality, and average betweenness centrality to inspect cryptocurrencies' social network analysis. Another research
utilized webometrics analysis and social network analysis with the indicators of degree, eigenvector,
closeness, and betweenness centralities to examine 53 cryptocurrencies’ performance [8]. Meanwhile, Alqassem et al.
(2020) [9] applied social network analysis’ diameter parameter to capture the event of shrinking diameter on their study.
Other studies that were conducted by Javarone & Wright (2018) [10] implemented degree to see Bitcoin’s
network degree distribution, clustering coefficient, and path length from social network analysis as well as [11]
utilized average degree and clustering social network analysis to compare Bitcoin and Ethereum as cryptocurrency
tokens.
On the other hand, some research does not use social network analysis when analyzing cryptocurrencies. A study
conducted by Pilar et al. (2018) [12] used a hierarchical method which is a minimum spanning tree to explain the
correlation between 16 cryptocurrencies. Meanwhile, Sohaib et al. (2020) [13] utilized Partial Least Squares – Structural
Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) to analyze cryptocurrencies. Another research by Biryukov & Tikhomirov (2019)
[14] used the clustering method as well as Lin et al. (2020) [15] proposed an embedding model to inspect
cryptocurrencies’ transactions. Also, Ji et al. (2019) [16] did a study to analyze network correlation between
cryptocurrencies.
From the observed literatures, most research has been focusing on comparing cryptocurrencies using network analysis
from social media and other parameters for each cryptocurrency overview but without utilizing data visualization
techniques. Our proposed approach for analysing cryptocurrencies is to implement Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboard
to present the social network analysis. Social network analysis is used to examine cryptocurrencies’ network overview
and their actors or people that posted and interacted with others regarding the related cryptocurrency in social media. A
BI Dashboard can process, store, report, and examine data to display the fact that could be used to make decisions [17].
BI will be helpful to compare multiple cryptocurrencies using social network parameters by displaying the analyzed
parameters with data visualization and other features that are provided by the BI Dashboard platform such as embedding
a website content to show the real-time price of cryptocurrencies as well as the easiness of creating and sharing a BI
Dashboard to other parties.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Social Network Analysis
This research uses Social Media Network Analysis (SMNA) methodology as the implementation of Social
Network Analysis (SNA). According to Camacho et al. (2021) [18], the difference between SMNA and SNA is in the
data collecting process. On SMNA, the data that is used in the research already existed in the form of a digital
footprint from social media. Meanwhile, research design and method of collecting data such as interview or
observation are needed on SNA methodology as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Differences between SNA and SMNA methodology

Data collecting process which can be called crawling utilized the open-source website application Netlytic. This
research chose three cryptocurrencies to be compared which are Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Binance Coin. Then, crawling
technique is used for those cryptocurrencies from Twitter using our defined query. Our query searched for tweets (post
on Twitter) that includes keywords of BTC or Bitcoin for Bitcoin, ETH or Ethereum for Ethereum, and BNB or
Binance for Binance Coin with the posts’ language of English and retweet as shown in Figure 2(a), 2(b), 2(c).

Figure 2(a). Twitter search query for Bitcoin in Netlytic
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Figure 2(b). Twitter search query for Ethereum in Netlytic

Figure 2(c). Twitter search query for Binance Coin in Netlytic

2500 rows of records were taken from Netlytic for each of the cryptocurrencies to be processed for Social Network
Analysis. Our next procedure is visualizing the cryptocurrencies’ network overview user graph and exporting each of
the cryptocurrencies into the Gephi file (.gexf) because Gephi has a more comprehensive social network analysis tools
than Netlytic but is not able to do data crawling on the free version. The social network analysis step is done through
Gephi where they were processed from the exported files and changed to an undirected graph and examined the
degree, diameter, modularity, centrality, and path length. Instead of only using the network properties overview as in
[7-11], our study used each actor's social network properties for example each actor degree value. After the process is
completed, the analyzed cryptocurrencies then are exported into a .csv file to be processed on the next process which
is Data Warehouse.
2.2. Social Network Analysis Parameters Social Network Analysis
Degree: Degree or degree centrality is the number of relations (link) that an actor (a node) has between the actor and
other actors on the network [19].
Diameter: Diameter is the value of proximity regarding two pairs of actors or nodes in a network to give information
about how far they both are [20].
Modularity: Modularity is a measure of a network's modularity by describing structures that detect community or
group in a network [21]. According to Aditama & SN (2020) [21], a group in modularity means that the actors inside
have more intense connection than to actors outside the group.
Centrality: Centrality score refers to the most important actor(s) in the network [22]. A network with a high centrality
value (centralized network) means that there are dominant actors where a lot of nodes are connected to them.
Path Length: Path Length is the score given to indicate how far two actors are separated by calculating how many
actors or nodes are between them. A social network with a shorter path length score makes transmitting information
between two actors more efficient [23].
Path Length: Path Length is the score given to indicate how far two actors are separated by calculating how many
actors or nodes are between them. A social network with a shorter path length score makes transmitting information
between two actors more efficient [23].
2.3. Data Warehouse
From the .csv files that contain social network analysis of each cryptocurrency, Pentaho is used as software to do
the Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process. The ETL procedures for every cryptocurrency are: i) Extracting data from
.csv files. ii) Transform the extracted data to match the database design as in Figure 4. iii) Load or insert the data into
the database that has been designed as in Figure 3. SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) is used as our SQL
database infrastructure to keep the cryptocurrencies’ social network analysis records.
Star Schema concept is an Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) schema that puts a fact table on the center of the
database design and the dimension tables around it [24]. Our database design consists of SocialNetworkFact that
records other table primary keys as foreign keys and every actor’s social network analysis parameter, UserDim that
records actors’ information from Twitter, TimeDim that records the time of social network analysis process, and
NetworkOverviewDim that records each of the cryptocurrencies’ social network parameter.
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Figure 3. Database design for Data Warehouse using Star Schema concept

2.4. Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboard
Business Intelligence (BI) is a technique to blend data gathering, storage, and knowledge management to provide
data-driven analytics that helps the decision-making process [25]. There are many BI platforms that could create BI
Dashboards such as Tableau and Qlik Sense, but PowerBI is chosen to be used as this research BI Dashboard because
the provided features fit perfectly with the features that were needed. There are two separate programs that are used
for creating the BI Dashboard which is PowerBI Desktop and PowerBI website at powerbi.microsoft.com. PowerBI
Desktop is utilized to connect data sources which are SQL Server in our case and to publish them into the PowerBI
website. PowerBI website then allows us to create reports and a cryptocurrencies’ comparison SNA dashboard. A
report in PowerBI is a single page that contains visualization elements such as graphs and cards to display data that are
going to be analyzed from the dataset [26]. Meanwhile, according to Sun et al. (2016) [26], a dashboard is a feature
that contains multiple published reports whether the whole or only selected reports.

3. Results and Discussion
To gather all the beneficial information for Social Network Analysis, this study proposed the design of our BI
Dashboard be divided into three parts which are the cryptocurrencies’ network overview, social network analysis, and
the actors of each cryptocurrency's social network analysis. It is useful to display specific information regarding the
different classes of specific data.
3.1. Cryptocurrencies Network Overview
The design of network overview for each cryptocurrency consists of the SNA parameters value, SNA user graph,
and the market price as shown in Figure 4(a), 4(b), 4(c). The coinlib.io website is utilized to use web content input in
PowerBI for presenting the market price of the cryptocurrencies. The SNA user graph is displayed using pictures that
are exported from Netlytic and the SNA parameters value of average path length, average degree, diameter, and
modularity is presented. Based on the results below in Figure 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), Binance’s social network has the best
SNA indicators because of the smaller nature of network scale in Twitter or least popular cryptocurrency token in
Twitter.
Binance has the easiest network for the actors to reach each other (smallest average path length and diameter
value) and the highest relation of degree value on each actor or node. Meanwhile, Bitcoin’s social network excelled in
modularity which means that the groups in Bitcoin’s network have the highest average interaction. On the other hand,
Ethereum’s social network is the most difficult for the actors to reach each other because of the biggest average path
length and diameter value.
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The market price of cryptocurrencies also has a correlation with the SNA. Because of higher market value e.g.,
Bitcoin has the most expensive cryptocurrency token price, the social network is bigger than the other because it is
more popular on Twitter than the likes of Binance Coin which has the least token price. Therefore, it is easier for
Binance Coin to have a better connection with each actor on the network.

Figure 4(a). Bitcoin’s Network Overview

Figure 4(b). Ethereum’s Network Overview
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Figure 4(c). Binance Coin’s Network Overview

3.2. Cryptocurrencies’ Social Network Analysis
The second part of our BI Dashboard contains the comparison between cryptocurrencies’ social networks. The
comparisons are displayed using graph such as in Figure 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), 5(d), 5(e). For every figure except Figure
5(e), the vertical axis property is the cryptocurrency name, and the horizontal axis presented the SNA value.
Meanwhile, in Figure 5(e), the actors are displayed according to their username to see the actors that have the most
post on Twitter.
As stated before in the previous sub-section, Binance has the easiest social network and most relation for each
actor, but the least interaction in the group because Binance has the highest value of the average degree, the smallest
value of average path length, diameter, as well as modularity. On the other hand, even though Bitcoin has the smallest
value of the average degree, Bitcoin has the most interaction in the groups. According to Figure 5(e), multiple actors
are involved in every cryptocurrency’s social network. This means that they had posted on Twitter using the Twitter
keywords which indicates that they are deeply involved in talking about cryptocurrencies on Twitter.

Figure 5(a). Average Degree according to Cryptocurrency Name
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Figure 5(b). Average Path Length according to Cryptocurrency Name

Figure 5(c). Modularity according to Cryptocurrency Name

Figure 5(d). Diameter according to Cryptocurrency Name
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Figure 5(e). Most post by Actors in Twitter

3.3. Cryptocurrencies’ Social Network Analysis
Unlike, every actor that posts on Twitter is used to analyze the social network analysis. The donut charts present
the top SNA parameter values of actors in each cryptocurrency. As shown in Figure 6(a), around 80% of the
cryptocurrencies' social networks are dominated by actors with only one degree or connection. Bitcoin and Ethereum
have groups, there is no visibly dominant group, such as group 185 on Binance Coin.

Figure 6(a). Top 10 Degree

Figure 6(b). Top 5 Modularity Class

4. Conclusion
From the research and study that has been done, Binance has the easiest network for the actors to reach each other
(smallest average path length and diameter value) and the highest relation of degree value for each actor or node.
Meanwhile, Ethereum’s social network is the most difficult for the actors to reach each other because of the biggest
average path length and diameter value. Lastly, Bitcoin has the most interaction in the groups, although Bitcoin has
the smallest average degree. In every cryptocurrency social network, there are multiple actors that are involved in
every cryptocurrency’s social network, and around 80 percent of the cryptocurrency social networks are dominated by
actors that only have one degree or connection. Based on the statement above, the popularity of cryptocurrencies is
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influenced by their market price and their actors’ activities on social media. Hence, making the decision to buy
cryptocurrencies with high popularity on social media should be considered because they tend to retain their value
over time and could benefit from price spikes from influential people.
Our conducted research proposed the use of BI Dashboard to present data visualization in the form of graphs,
charts, web content, and cards to help us understand the social network analysis data of Binance, Bitcoin, and
Ethereum and yet provide facts to make the decision regarding cryptocurrency options between the three easier. This
research still uses the crawling technique manually, in accordance to provide an opportunity to create an automated
data collection or crawling process. The use of the BI Dashboard platform other than PowerBI could be more
beneficial because there is a limitation regarding the tool, which is the incapability of PowerBI to update the database
that is stored locally.
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